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Abstract—The autonomous assembly of customized products
is highly demanded in future manufacturing scenarios. This
requires robotic systems being able to adapt to individual
products without increasing overall production time. However,
increasingly complex assemblies lead to a growing number of
potential assembly sequences that have to be considered. To
cope with this, we present an algorithm that is able to transfer
previously identified assembly constraints to novel product vari-
ants. This reduces the search space, and thus planning times.
The approach consist of three main steps. 1) Deduct semantic
assembly constraints, from an analysis of feasible and unfeasible
solutions. 2) Match key features of assemblies on a semantic
level, by performing graph matching in the representation of the
assemblies. 3) Use pattern recognition and classification based
on machine learning techniques to transfer the knowledge of
constraints for sub-assemblies into the complete assembly. We
demonstrate our contributions on a two-armed robotic setup that
assembles product variants out of aluminum profiles.

Index Terms—Assembly, Intelligent and Flexible Manufactur-
ing

I. INTRODUCTION

THE shift from a product-centered perspective (mass pro-
duction of one article) to a customer-centered perspective

(mass customization of product variants) dramatically changes
the requirements for assembly processes. In mass production,
human engineers adapt production lines for novel product vari-
ants. But if each product becomes a variant, this is no longer
feasible and the adaptation must be automated. This requires
robots and workcells that are flexible enough to assemble many
product variants and algorithms which automate the planning
of the assembly accordingly.

However, automation and flexibility also come at a cost.
In order to achieve both characteristics simultaneously several
time consuming checks have to be performed. As an exam-
ple [1], assembling an IKEA chair required 11 minutes of
motion planning alone, for a fixed sequence of assembly steps.
In the case of product variants, the assembly sequence space
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Fig. 1. Flow of the overall system. It begins by introducing an assembly
specification. This description is compared with previously learned topologies
via a graph matching. Once a match is found the instance parameters are
extracted, these parameters determine via a classification algorithm which
rule set should be applied. Given the rule set, the robotic assembly system is
programmed.

itself must be explored, whereby the search may easily take
hours or days instead of minutes.

To make assembly planning more efficient and general,
we exploit the fact that a palette of related products is
typically built out of a shared catalog of common compo-
nents. Therefore, reusing previous knowledge acquired for
assembling individual products has the potential to speed
up future planning times for the entire product palette. In
particular, we propose an algorithm (KT-RASP Knowledge
Transfer - Robotic Assembly Sequence Planner) that identifies
recurring sub-assemblies, and re-uses previously generated
assembly constraints for these sub-assemblies to speed up
future assembly planning (Fig. 1). This approach raises two
main research questions that are investigated in this work:
How do we represent assemblies such that we are able
identify common sub-assemblies? And how do we transfer
the knowledge acquired from each instance of the identified
sub-assemblies to further cases?

Given these questions, the main contributions of this work
are: (i) a graph representation that is able to describe (sub)-
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assemblies by means of semantic relations, (ii) a pattern
matching algorithm that is able to identify known sub-
assemblies represented by means of graphs, (iii) a novel
concept to automatically generate assembly sequence rules,
and (iv) suitable machine learning strategies to assess if these
rules can be transferred between sub-assemblies.

This work builds on our previous work [2], which intro-
duced the assembly planning algorithm, but did not consider
knowledge transfer between different assemblies to speed
up planning. To make this article self-contained, we have
summarized relevant parts of [2] in Sections III-A1, III-A3,
and III-D. All other sections describe the novel contributions
listed above.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II we describe the related work. We introduce the
different representations needed to describe our concept in
Section III. The training process of our system and how it
is utilized is described in IV and V respectively. Finally, we
evaluate our results in VI and eventually end with a discussion
in Section VII and conclusions in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

We present related work in three different areas: assembly
sequence planning (the application), knowledge transfer in
assembly planning (the specific topic addressed in this paper),
and machine learning in graphs (which is key to our concept).

A. Assembly Sequence Planning (ASP)

One major issue of the assembly sequence planning problem
is that it constitutes an NP -hard combinatorial problem, since
in principle the amount of orderings and therefore possible
solutions grows as a factorial of the parts involved [3]. As a
historical reference we recall the FLAPS system [4], which
uses semantic symbols to model the interference, connection
and contact of the parts of an assembly. The FLAPS system
shows one of the first attempts to reduce the amount of
solutions that have to be analyzed by the assembly planner
using the before mentioned semantic symbols. In more recent
approaches, more information about the different restrictions
of the system are taken into account. In [5], plans are generated
based on geometrical and grasping constraints. Here, a disas-
sembly for assembly strategy is combined with an integrated
grasp planner to find feasible solutions. This strategy was suc-
cessfully used in our robotic setup [6]. In [7], a more advanced
algorithm is used to find an optimal assembly sequence, by
penalizing or enhancing particular sub-assemblies or tasks.

In our previous work [2], we proposed to consider efficiently
the restrictions arising from the robots kinematics, dynamics,
as well as the utilized skill set, and not only the restrictions
arising from the product itself. The developments conducted
in this prior work are based on a semantic representation
of geometric constraints in form of priority rules. This rule
concept is reused in this work, as it is exploited during
different stages of our learning process, where we transfer
rule knowledge between different sub-assemblies.

B. Represent, Transfer and Learn Assembly Knowledge

In order to transfer knowledge, a representation of it is
needed. Knowledge representation is normally done by on-
tologies. With dedicated ontologies it is possible to use them
to solve assembly problems such as [8], [9], [10], [11].
Such ontologies are detailed representations of the whole
environment. Nevertheless it takes a lot of modeling effort of
the environment, while we focus more on the representation of
the product. Perzylo et al. [12] exploit CAD models to generate
an ontology. In [13] the same authors include a concept of
modeling relations as link between two surfaces which is
adapted in our proposed method. The resulting graph model of
related objects is substantial for the assembly representation
developed in this article.

Recently, knowledge transfer has become increasingly
prominent in assembly processes. This increase is aligned with
the need for fast and flexible adaptation, not only for the
assembly planning but for all the stages of the process like
tuning of tasks, stacking processes or reusability of skills. For
example, Liu et al. [14] propose a machine learning based
approach to build a stacked wall. The authors define the final
assembly to be built using deep reinforcement learning. In
[15], similar learning techniques are used to parameterize
different robot skills, such that there is no need for human
intervention during task specification, which saves time in the
assembly process. All of the literature reviewed has shown the
same pattern, learning or knowledge transfer are performed
in structured environments where the optimization function
is clearly specified. On the other hand, to the best of our
knowledge, no work in the field of assembly planning has
achieved transfer of knowledge from previously build products
to new ones. The main problem of this is the difficulty to find
a suitable similarity measure to compare assembly structures,
which is one key component of the approach presented.

C. Machine Learning in Graphs

We define an assembly structure as a graph which is an
intuitive representation of relational structures and provides
required means to define similarity measures between different
(sub-)assemblies. Graph matching is relevant for a variety of
fields, including data mining, neuro-linguistic programming,
and chemical compounds. It describes the search for an exact
match of (sub-)graphs or as measure for structural similar-
ity [16]. Two main approaches exist, namely graph kernels
and graph neural networks (GNNs). The former computes a
pair of graphs based on substructures which can be sub-tree
graphs [17], cyclic patterns [18], [19], or random walks [20].
GNNs on the other hand learn a graph representation by
recursively aggregating local structural information [16], [21].
The produced embedding in a vector space is typically used
for efficient similarity reasoning. Both approaches can also be
applied to graph classification. While graph kernels hereby act
in a two-stage manner – first extracting of implicitly defined
features, second classifying them – GNNs are able to directly
learn features which are meaningful for down-stream tasks
such as classification [22], [23]. In this work we apply a
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two-stage approach by extracting features from the graph and
forward them to a classifier.

III. FORMAL ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATION

In order to transfer knowledge between different assem-
blies and sub-assemblies, a formal assembly representation is
needed. In this section the concepts of parts and surfaces as el-
ements composing an assembly are presented. The description
of a relation between these elements is given, followed by the
definition of rules as a semantic representation of constraints.
Finally, we define the concept of topologies and how this is
related to assemblies via the instances of a topology.

A. Parts and Surfaces

We describe assemblies as a set of parts. Parts are composed
by a set of surfaces.

1) Parts: An assembly is composed by a finite set P of N
parts: P = {p1, p2, ..., pN}.

Where each part pi is specified by a name, a type, and its
pose relative to the assembly.

2) Surfaces: Each part pi is composed by a set of (a finite
amount Ki of) surfaces Si: Si = {si1, si2, ..., siKi

}.
These surfaces are specified by a type and a unique id.
3) Semantic Relations: Surfaces may be in a relation to

each other (e. g. being in touch, screwed, inserted) which are
represented semantically. A relation is defined by two surfaces
and a label l indicating the kind of relationship:

R : E(sia, s
j
b, l), with sia ∈ Si, s

j
b ∈ Sj .

Using geometric analysis or prior knowledge, it is possible
to deduct these relations by only knowing the description of
the assembly (poses and types of parts).

B. Topology Representation

We define a topological representation by semantically de-
scribing the different parts of the assembly and their surfaces,
i. e. long faces and short faces of profiles and two connecting
faces of angle brackets. From this we construct a graph
as shown in Fig. 2. The encoding of an assembly into a
graph structure is done by only knowing the geometrical
characteristics of each type of part and their relations. This
representation is aligned with the approach before mentioned
[13] where products are represented as a graph connecting
different related surfaces.

Fig. 2. Topology of an exemplary assembly. Each part and surface is
represented as a node. The different gray edges represent relations between
surfaces, the color edges indicate to which part each surface belongs. The
profiles representation have two different types of surfaces, representing long
and short sides.

Fig. 3. Collection of assembly instances which are all represented by the
same topology shown on the left. Having the same topology representation
does not mean that the constraints to build each of these assemblies are the
same. Based on the parameters of the instance we are able to classify which
kind of constraints a particular instance has. For example instance number 2
is more constrained than instance number 1.

The topology of an assembly is formalized as a graph T
composed by a set of nodes V and a set of edges E as seen
in Fig. 2. The nodes in V represent the parts of the assembly as
well as the surfaces of each part. The edges represent a relation
between these nodes. An edge e ∈ E may be between a part
and a surface which is composed of, or between two surfaces
which are related as previously explained.

Even though a clear mapping from an assembly to its
representative topology is straightforward, it is not the same
in the opposite direction. This is due to the fact that our
representation of relation between surfaces does only encode
a symbolic connection and not the geometric parameters.
Accordingly, several assemblies may have the same topology.
We refer to each of these assemblies with the same topology
as an instance of a topology.

C. Instances of a Topology

Instances of a topology are any possible configuration of
parts which match the relations indicated by the topology. Fig.
3 provides examples of different instances1.

Given the big variability of these instances, it is crucial to
understand that not all of them share the same constraints as
they are assembled. For example, assembly number 2 has an
extra constraint, i. e. one has to set the purple angle before
the green profile. In order to identify such different cases, it is
mandatory to know the relative positions between the different
parts of an instance. A set of parameters is required to describe
this relative positions. Here, we use the translation vector
of the relative transformation between surfaces of related
parts. In our particular case, since the surfaces are either
perpendicular or parallel, we simply use the distance between
them. This reduces the parameter vector, which is beneficial
for classification.

A well-defined order of these parameters is required. This is
achieved as we define particular instances of a given topology.
All the instances have the same topological representation
T , therefore a mapping between the parts of these instances
and the parts of the topology T (nodes corresponding to
parts) is possible. An example is given w. r. t. the assembly

1The figures are best appreciated in a color version.
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in the Fig. 3, where each of the six instances are mapped
according to the color code given by the topology, i. e. the
orange profile is mapped to the orange node and so forth. The
parameters are always build in the same order, e. g. the relative
distances of the surface of the orange profile and yellow
profile, then orange profile and purple angle bracket and so on.
The procedure is repeated for every new assembly. As a result,
a strict order of parameters is maintained which allows us to
compare individual instances of a topology. These parameters
together with the topology describe in the underlying domain
the geometry of an assembly, since the distance between all
pairs of surfaces allows to define the relative position between
parts. Therefore an ordered array of parameters is uniquely
generated from each assembly and thus representative for this
particular instance. During the remainder of the paper, we
will refer to an instance, whenever we talk about a particular
assembly with a unique parameter set.

D. Rules

Prior constraint knowledge (i. e. whether a certain part pro-
hibits the completion of the assembly) is transferred between
instances by means of explicit representation of semantic rules.
We introduced the concept of rules as a way to represent the
different types of constraints in an assembly in our previous
work. For the sake of completeness, a short introduction of
the rules is given here. A detailed explanation is found in [2].

In a nutshell, we define precedence between parts. This
precedence represents an ordered pair of parts. It indicates that
px should be assembled before py , forming a partial order in
the set P:

AtomicPrecedence : AP (px, py), with px, py ∈ P.

We show that it is possible to derive these rules based
on human knowledge, by mapping the different constraints
into certain rules. In order to diminish the need of human
knowledge, a novel algorithm to deduct these precedence rules
automatically is presented in this work. In summary, rules
describe a formal representation of constraints. In this work,
we use rules to transfer knowledge between different instances
of a particular topology to avoid re-planning.

E. Clustering of Instances

Now after introducing the rules as a semantic representa-
tion of constraints, we use this idea to cluster the different
instances. This clustering is useful since the knowledge we
transfer are the constraints expected to appear in a novel
instance, therefore we need to easily identify all instances with
the same constraints. Each instance is mapped to a set of rules
which applies to it. Therefore an array of parameters given
by an instance is directly mapped to a set of rules. Since
several instances can have the same set of rules, we cluster
all these instances together in a particular configuration class.
Therefore, for each array of parameters X a configuration class
y is assigned, which enables to train a classification algorithm
based on the generated data. This is explained in more detail
in the following section.

IV. TRAINING OF THE SYSTEM

In this section we describe how the introduced represen-
tations interact to learn whether a constraint associated with
a certain topology applies for a particular instance. First the
algorithm which automatically deducts rules (semantic repre-
sentation of constraints) is shown, followed by a description
of the system’s training process including the decision criteria
to store topologies. Finally, we explain how the classification
algorithm is applied.

A. Rule Deduction Algorithm

In our previous work, semantic rules were directly mapped
from geometric constraints, where human expertise was used
to define the initial mapping. Since our goal is to automate the
whole assembly procedure without any human intervention,
we aim for an automatic rule generation. In this work, we
analyze all of the semantic solutions (i. e. the possible ordering
of parts) and check whether each one is feasible or not. It is
important to point out, that the different checks are performed
in several complexity levels (i. e. different abstractions of the
assembly system). These levels are represented by boxes in
Fig. 4, showing the successive checks. The abstractions may
vary in the physical fidelity (e. g. a static analysis of the
geometries, using kinematics, or even dynamics), and also
vary in the scope (e. g. considering only the parts, also the
tools or the whole setup). The scope is actually most crucial,
as the deducted rules do not only depend on the structure
of the assembly, but also on the capabilities of the robotic
systems. For a detailed description on the concept of feasibility
checks w. r. t. physical fidelity and scopes please refer to [2].
In this work, it is relevant to know that, the transfer of
knowledge between assemblies, is not restricted to geometrical
constraints, instead the whole information about the capability
of the system to build this assembly is implicitly (via the rules)
taken into account.

In order to understand the algorithm of automatic rule
generation, it is important to describe how the search of
solutions (different orderings of parts) is conducted in our
previous work. A Deep First Search algorithm is used to build
the possible orders of the parts, as it is visualized in Fig. 4. For
each branch of the search tree a possible solution is explored
by adding new parts at each node until the whole assembly
is completed. Two branches may share S nodes, meaning that
the solutions represented by these two branches have the same
sequence of S parts at theirs beginning.

One of the novelties of this paper is the rule deduction
algorithm. First this algorithm searches for two consecutive
solutions one feasible and the other not (marked with a yellow
box in Fig. 4). By feasible we understand not only valid
by following the existing rules, but also that this solution
passes all checks in the different complexity levels. Once these
two solutions are found, the algorithm looks for the lowest
common ancestor between these two solutions (the yellow
node in Fig. 4). Since under this node there are solutions which
are feasible and some that are not, we deduct the parts already
placed up to this node since they do not define if the solution
will work or not. This property is useful to find which parts
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Fig. 4. Simplified DFS search tree for an F assembly. In yellow is marked
the lowest common ancestor of the two consecutive solutions marked with
the yellow box. Therefore the part which is set in the not working solution
after the yellow node is key for the constraints found.

are critical to the constraints that we are looking for. That
is, we know that the assembly raises no problems up to the
state represented by the yellow node. The parts which are
critical are the ones that are placed exactly after this node,
especially the ones of failed (unfeasible) solutions (we call
this part pfail), since it has been placed too early. The rule
then indicates that pfail should be placed after a certain set
of parts. To define this set of parts (listOfReferents), we
compare pfail against every other part pref and check if there
is any successful solution where pref has been placed before
pfail. In the case that there is no successful solution with
this property pref is added to listOfReferents. Then we
generate all the atomic precedence rules

AP (pref , pfail), ∀pref ∈ listOfReferents

The time complexity of this algorithm is O(TS + F ×N2)
where TS is the total amount of semantic solutions, F the
amount of feasible solutions and N the amount of parts.
In our previous work it was not necessary to explore all
possible solutions, yet human knowledge was required to map
constraints to rules. Accordingly, it cannot be used in any
new domain without manual human mapping. In the new
algorithm we assume that once there is a failure in a solution,
adding more parts does not fix the issue, which holds for most
industrial cases.

B. Generation of Databases

In order to use the system, we want to generate a knowledge
base. In our case it is created by analyzing randomly generated
assemblies. One by one the generated assemblies are evalu-
ated. First, all semantic solutions are computed. Second, the
rules that apply for this case are deducted. In Algorithm 2, we
show the process through which the databases of topologies
and instances are created.

The first decision to be made is which topologies should
be stored in the database. Storing too few topologies may
lead to a loss of relevant information, too many topologies

make the system slow. A new topology should be stored if
it encloses a rule that existing topologies do not. We say a
topology encloses a rule if all the parts involved in this rule are
present in such topology. If this is not the case, the topology
representing the new assembly is stored as novel concept in
the database.

Formally, we define T as the set containing all topologies
t in the data base, Mt as the set of all matches m with the
topology t. A match m is a bijective function m : Pt → Pta

between the parts Pt of the topology t and a (sub-)set of parts
Pta of the topology of the new assembly ta. In order to find
these matches we execute the function getMatches(Pt,Pta)
(Algorithm 1), which looks for subgraphs in ta with the same
structure of parts and surfaces as defined by t. Therefore it
assigns a part pt1 of t to one part pta1 of ta having the same
part type (line 6 in Algorithm 1). This process is repeated until
all parts pti are assigned. Next, the validity of the underlying
graph match is evaluated. A match is considered valid if
every part pair (pt1, pt2) has the same surface relation as their
assignees in (pta1 , pta2 ) (line 17 in Algorithm 1). Formally:
Rta

1−2 : E(sta,1a , sta,2b , l) = Rt
1−2 : E(st,1â , st,2

b̂
, l̂), where

Rta
1−2 defines the relation between parts pta1 and pta2 and sta,1a

one arbitrary surface of part pta1 (respectively for other parts
and topologies). The relation between parts is considered to
be equal when the surface pairs (sta,1a ,st,1â ) and (sta,2b ,st,2

b̂
) are

of the same type and both labels l and l̂ are equal. If this
does not hold, the algorithm recursively tries the next feasible
mapping.

Algorithm 1: Get matches

1 match← ∅, validMatches← ∅
2 GET MATCHES (Pt,Pta ,match)
3 if not Pt is empty then
4 for pt in Pt do
5 for pta in Pta do
6 if sameType(pt,pta ) then
7 remove pt, pta from Pt and Pta

8 match.add([pt,pta ])
9 GET MATCHES (Pt,Pta ,match)

10 add pt, pta back to Pt and Pta

11 end
12 end
13 end
14 else
15 for ([pt1, p

ta
1 ] in match ) do

16 for ([pt2, p
ta
2 ] in match ) do

17 if not sameSurRel (pt1, p
ta
1 , pt2, p

ta
2 ) then

18 break GET MATCHES
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 validMatches.add(match)
23 end

We define Pr as the set of parts that are involved in a
particular rule r e. g. if r is AP (pA, pB) then Pr = {pA, pB}.
Formally, we express that a rule r is enclosed by a topology t
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if any of its matches (m ∈Mt) has as co-domain a set which
contains the set Pr.

It is important to point out that the appearance of new
topologies is affected by the rules learned. Since these rules are
derived by the result of the checks in the different complexity
levels, they depend on the robotic setup and its skills. The
rules have an impact over which topologies are discovered as
new. As a result, topologies also adapt to different robots’ set
of skills and setups.

Algorithm 2: Generation of databases

1 GENERATION OF DATABASES
(DBTopologies,DBInstancest, newAssembly)

2 listOfSolutions← generateSol(newAssembly)
3 listOfRules← deductRules(listOfSolutions)
4 ta ← generateTopology(newAssembly)

needNewTopology ← False
5 for r in listOfRules do
6 for t in DBTopologies do
7 Mt ← getMatches(t, ta)
8 for m in Mt do
9 if m encloses r then

10 break for (goes to next rule)
11 end
12 end
13 end
14 needNewTopology ← True
15 end
16 if needNewTopology then
17 DBTopologies.add(ta)
18 else
19 for t in DBTopologies do
20 if parts(t)==parts(newAssembly) then
21 Mt ← getMatches(t, ta)
22 for m in Mt do
23 DBInstancest.add(m)
24 end
25 end
26 end
27 end

In the particular case of only checking the geometries of the
assembly at the training stage (in our testbed of only up to 3
profiles and 2 angle brackets) only three different topologies
are discovered. These topologies (Fig. 5) are sufficient to
enclose all the constraints of our testbed. Actually, even more
topologies exist, e. g. the ones representing the assemblies of
two profiles and one or two angle bracket. However, they
are not stored in the database of topologies as they can
be assembled in any sequence without constraints from our
system. Therefore, they do not add any additional rule to the
system. Hence, all solutions work unconstrained.

In the case no new topology is discovered and there is
a match with an already existing topology with the same
amount of parts as the assembly, we store a new instance of
this topology. The instances are stored in different databases

depending on which topology it comes from2. The instance
stored is represented w. r. t. the parameters explained in Section
III and the rules deducted for this particular instance which
represent the constraints of the assembly.

Fig. 5. Three topologies that the algorithm has found relevant for three profiles
assemblies and only two angle brackets. Even though more topologies exist
within assemblies of three profiles e. g. topologies with only two profiles,
these are not relevant since new rules have not been learned with them.

C. Instances Classification Algorithm

The generated parameter array X is assigned with a con-
figuration class label y related to the set of rules that were
deducted. Once the assignment is done, we encounter a
classical classification problem (y = f(X); with f as mapping
function), which can be solved by an arbitrary classifier. In this
work we applied three different classifiers, namely Random
Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neural
Network (NN)3. To evaluate the suitability of the classifiers for
the given problem, a 5-fold cross-validation for both scenarios
was conducted. The accuracies averaged over the different
topologies are depicted in Table I.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIERS ON A

5-FOLD CROSS-VALIDATION

SVM RF NN
Scenario A 0.69 ± 0.13 0.97 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.01
Scenario B 0.74 ± 0.05 0.87 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.06

As can be seen, in spite of the relatively small amount of
training data the SVM and RF, both with optimized hyper-
parameters, are (slightly) outperformed by the NN. A reason
therefore is the complex feature space induced by symmetries
of the profiles (certain features are switchable) which is not
completely covered by the small amount of data. Hence, the
classifiers have to be able to generalize, which the NN with
dropout as regularization technique during training achieves
more robustly. Note that the mentioned symmetries are expert
knowledge and unknown for the system. Given the results, the
following experiments are conducted with the NN.

V. PLANNING

Once the training is completed, the execution in production
is straight forward (as shown in Algorithm 3). We match an
unseen assembly to all topologies learned. An example of this
is seen in Fig. 6.

Based on the identified matches, four particular instances
with four different parameter sets are extracted. Once the

2A representation of instances stored is found in https://rmc.dlr.de/rm/en/
staff/ismael.rodriguezbrena/assemblydata

3The network is composed of one input layer, two hidden layers (each 60
neurons), and one output layer. The activation function is a so-called Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU). During training the regularization technique Dropout
(dropout rate 0.2) is applied to reduce the bias towards the data.

https://rmc.dlr.de/rm/en/staff/ismael.rodriguezbrena/assemblydata
https://rmc.dlr.de/rm/en/staff/ismael.rodriguezbrena/assemblydata
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Fig. 6. All the different matches found for the assembly shown on the left .
The assembly is composed of 4 instances of the F topology.

Algorithm 3: Execution with trained system.

1 EXECUTION (DBTopologies, newAssembly)
2 ta ← generateTopology(newAssembly)

listOfRules← ∅
3 for t in DBTopologies do
4 Mt ← getMatches(t, ta)
5 for m in Mt do
6 x←getParametersOfMatch(m)
7 class←classifyWithRF(x)
8 listOfRules.add(getRulesFromClass(class))
9 end

10 end
11 buildSolutions(listOfRules)

parameters are obtained, the trained classification algorithm
indicates to which configuration class the instance should be
classified. Given the class, we know the set of rules that should
be used during assembly, these rules are used prune the search
for solutions. We assume that if a sub-assembly has a certain
set of constraints stand alone, at least the same constraints
are present when it is part of bigger assemblies. If all the
constraints were learned correctly, the solutions marked as
semantically feasible should be executable by the real system.

VI. EVALUATION

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of our system,
we have designed two different evaluation scenarios. In the
first scenario, we train our system to transfer knowledge on
how to assemble aluminum profile structures by taking into
consideration only a basic level of complexity. In this level of
complexity we consider only checks for geometric constraints
of only the parts of the product. Since these checks are simple,
they can be done quickly. For this reason we trained our system
with 5000 different assemblies of two and three aluminum
profiles. We choose these basic ones since they enclose most
of the existing constraints in the domain.

In the second scenario, we take into consideration more
levels of complexity including checks involving the robot
kinematics. Since data generation in this scenario is more
costly, we train our system only with 1000 assemblies of two
and three aluminum profiles. In this scenario, we limit the
robots to an restricted set of skills which allows them to build
a smaller variety of assemblies than in the previous scenario.

We train the system for each of these scenarios and we
test them with 20 assemblies to verify that the knowledge

TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE ALGORITHM IN TWO DIFFERENT SCENARIOS. SHOWING

THE AMOUNT OF SOLUTIONS AND THE TIME CONSUMED.

Scenario A
Only Geometry Checks

Scenario B
Include Robots IK

C
as

e

Nr.
Sol.

Time(ms)
Old Sys.

Time(ms)
KT-RASP

Nr.
Sol.

Time(ms)
Old Sys.

Time(ms)
KT-RASP

1 0 183 250 0 280 256
2 16 249 202 8 573500 225
3 64 1202 424 0 71920 200
4 288 3829 1336 0 104360 232
5 576 5592 4256 96 >600000 674
6 32 315 388 16 >600000 161
7 16 146 166 8 >600000 216
8 32 1031 1896 8 160040 223
9 32 251 172 16 >600000 175

10 0 22 86 0 38 149
11 16 162 723 0 93410 147
12 32 242 1098 16 >600000 174
13 96 947 1485 0 106632 190
14 0 31 141 0 36 213
15 512 6448 2805 0 128675 279
16 3072 49723 20272 0 109484 378
17 96 991 669 0 103652 312
18 16 135 150 0 99568 152
19 64 621 363 0 96807 177
20 0 29 * 0 29 219

is correctly transferred from the basic sub-assembly to more
complex cases. To validate the correct transfer of knowledge,
we compare the amount of successful solutions generated by
the system to the ground truth amount of feasible solutions. We
measure the times needed for the old approach with different
checks and the times required for our KT-RASP algorithm to
find all feasible solutions. The results are shown in Table II.

In 39 out of the 40 analyzed cases4 the solutions found by
the KT-RASP algorithm were the correct ones matching the
ground truth algorithm. The only case in which our algorithm
returns false positives is the assembly number 20 of the first
scenario which is shown in Fig. 7. The constraint of this case is
related to the additional fourth profile, and it cannot be found
in assemblies of only two and three profiles. Accordingly, it
is not learned by the system.

Fig. 7. Assembly with constraints that cannot be predicted based on data
gathered with two and three profile assemblies. The constraint related to the
two red parts is not known.

Regarding performance, the KT-RASP approach improves
the planning times significantly. In the first scenario, the
computation times are comparable. However, in some cases
of the second scenario, the planning times are reduced from
ten minutes to less than half a second. This shows that the
KT-RASP algorithm is able to scale to more complex checks,
which would otherwise significantly increase planning time.

4The test cases can be found in https://rmc.dlr.de/rm/en/staff/ismael.
rodriguezbrena/testcases

https://rmc.dlr.de/rm/en/staff/ismael.rodriguezbrena/testcases
https://rmc.dlr.de/rm/en/staff/ismael.rodriguezbrena/testcases
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VII. DISCUSSION

The planning times are improved with KT-RASP in some
cases up to several orders of magnitude. No planning is
required in the application phase, only the graph matching
and the classification algorithm have to be performed. In
addition, our planning framework is one step towards being
fully autonomous. No human interaction is needed in any
of the stages of the training nor in the planning, making
KT-RASP a flexible approach which could be used for new
scenarios. Another advantage of KT-RASP is its adaptability
to work with different skill sets, since the knowledge transfer
is the rules which are semantic representations of constraints
(depending not only on the product but also on the setup).

A drawback of KT-RASP is that it provides less guaranties
about the feasibility of the solution than our previous approach.
With our previous method, the planner verified a solution
through all the checks in the different complexity levels
(which was time consuming). However our actual method
can be complemented with a verification run of the solution
in simulation to test its feasibility. Nevertheless, when KT-
RASP is properly trained by being exposed to all the different
possible constraints and problems of a domain, the feasibility
of the solutions is quite precise as seen in the evaluation. With
our method, there is no need for checks of inverse kinematic,
or workspace analysis in the execution phase resulting in big
time savings. The system only needs to do graph matching
and execute an already trained classification algorithm.

The experiments have been performed in the aluminum
profile domain, where all the relative angles are 90 degrees or
multiples of it. In order to adapt to other domains, a change
of the parameter vector is necessary. The actual representation
of the assembly in a topology should be able to adapt to
different domains, by decomposing the parts into surfaces and
inferring relations between them. Note that the representation
should be capable to characterize the different structures by the
restrictions to assemble them. We plan to investigate scenarios
where surfaces are no longer parallel, 3D aluminum profile
structures, structures assembled with Lego blocks, and actual
modular products in the future.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced a system capable to transfer
knowledge about the different constraints an assembly may
have. This avoids time consuming feasibility checks during
planning phase which makes the algorithm applicable for
productive assembly lines. The introduced method does not
require any previous human knowledge about the particular
domain being a step towards a fully autonomous system.
We believe that these requirements have to be met to enable
adaptive robotic assembly lines in the factory of the future.
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